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Spider Launches 5th Edition of Solutions Catalog
th

Seattle – Spider, a division of SafeWorks, LLC, announces the release of the 5 edition of its Spider
Solutions Catalog, the most comprehensive product catalog in the suspended scaffold industry.
With over 65 years of market leadership, Spider presents its best Solutions Catalog yet, nearly a
decade in the making. Here are the highlights:
•

New & improved products:
o 7 ft modular platform
o SpiderRail™ temporary, non-penetrating guardrail
o SpiderLine™ temporary horizontal lifeline system
o Astro E1500 hoist
o Beta Max Hoist, Inc. material hoists & accessories
o Improved harness & lanyard features
o Innovative wind turbine access solutions
o Spider Systems Group –dedicated team of experts specializing in project
management, systems engineering, field support & safety code expertise for critical
access projects
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•

Twenty-one in-depth case studies to showcase Spider’s expert solutions capabilities for
various access application challenges

•

Reorganization to improve the flow and product categorization, making it easier for customers
to locate the solutions they need

•

Updated product content - key features, specifications, drawings, photographs & accessory
lists – to ensure the information is reliable
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Over the past decade, Spider’s Solutions Catalog has become a trusted desktop reference guide, so
we have kept the best features - codes & regulations, usage guidelines, training options,
counterweight formulas, and a glossary of industry terms - to assist customers in the proper use of
their equipment and answer frequently asked questions.
“Spider is committed to putting the solutions our contractors and facility owners need most directly into
their hands,” states John Sotiroff, Vice President – Sales & Distribution. “There is no better tool to
th
accomplish this than the 280 pages of our Solutions Catalog. This 5 edition is truly our best yet. Our
product offering continually expands and improves to meet the most crucial needs of our customers,
and the reorganized, updated reference guide makes it easy for them to find everything they need to
solve their access & fall protection challenges safely & reliably in one convenient place.”
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Catalogs can be requested or downloaded online at www.spiderstaging.com, or by calling 877-7743370.
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Spider, a division of SafeWorks
365 Upland Drive, Seattle, WA 98188
Telephone: 877-774-3370 - Fax: 206-575-6240 - Email: spider@spiderstaging.com
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Heidi Krueger – Marketing Specialist
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About Spider:
Founded in 1947, Spider, a division of SafeWorks, created the powered suspended access business by introducing the wellknown Spider basket. Since then, our product and service offering has expanded greatly to serve the needs of an ever-growing
marketplace. Spider is the largest manufacturer and distributor of access and safety solutions in North America, serving more
customers from more locations with a wider variety of products and services than any other company. From baskets, traction
hoist and platform rental, to safety and training, to specialty-engineered products - Spider has a strong team of professionals,
along with a national network of sales, service and support capabilities to provide you with the most reliable access solutions
available.
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